MEET THE EXPERTS @ Together Is Better
26 November 2018 @ 12.00-17.30
CC Plaza

Aneta Ozorek
(Poland)

Ben Vandendaele
(Belgium)

Emilie Dubois
(France)

Silje Bürgin-Borsch
(Norway)

Aneta Ozorek is the Artistic Director of KLIK Amsterdam Animation Festival, a film curator and an education expert. She has 15 years of industry
experience in production of film events, educational workshops, exhibitions and festivals at the Polish and European market. She is also
the Head of Short Section at CEE Animation Forum (previous Visegrad
Animation Forum), the curator of film section of Street Art festival in Katowice and a program advisor at Cinema in Sneakers Children and Youth
Film Festival in Warsaw, the Polish Ambassador of European Animation
Award and Member of European Children Film Associaton.

Ben Vandendaele is a versatile producer, sales agent and distributor,
based in Brussels, where he studied film editing at the Rits. He is the
founder of two companies: the production company Bekke Films that
supports provocative cinema and authors with a purpose, and Radiator IP Sales with which he represents, distributes and sells a total of 80
short films to date. The films have been selected for multiple international
film festivals, including Berlinale, Clermont-Ferrand, Sundance, SXSW,
Locarno, Venice and many others. Last two years he has been a partner
and consultant for the European Short Pitch.

Emilie Dubois (b. 1981) graduated from ENS Louis Lumière Film School
in 2007. Since then, she has worked as a postproduction supervisor
and/or line producer on more than 40 short films. She started producing
in 2012, first with Les films au long cours, then for Origine films. She is
currently a member of Unifrance’s and Procirep’s Short film Commission.
Origine films is both a production company and a sales agency for short
films of every genre from drama to comedy, as well as fantasy/horror.
Created in France in 2011, Origine films now represents for world sales
more than 200 short films from more than 20 different countries.

Silje Bürgin-Borch started her career in the film and television industry in
2005, and has produced and directed more than 100 television programs
and series. In 2015 Silje founded the production company Alfred Film
&amp; TV. The company is based in the north of Norway, and its main
area of production is developing original content, mainly within factual
entertainment and documentary series for the European market. The
company also specialises in animated short films.

Baltic Preview
26 & 27 November, Tallinn, Estonia

MEET THE EXPERTS @ Ready To Be Launched
26 November 2018 @ 12.00-17.30
CC Plaza

Sébastien Aubert
(France)

Thom Palmen
(China)

Sari Volanen
(Finland)

Sébastien Aubert graduated from EM Lyon Business School in 2007
with a thesis about Innovations in film financing. He has founded Adastra Films with David Guiraud at the age of 24. With his company he has
coproduced the Georgian-French feature film Brides (awarded at the
Berlinale 2014), The Strange Ones (awarded at SXSW 2017) and 16 short
films, including 4 selections at Sundance. Up until today his company
has received more than 300 awards worldwide. In 2014 Sebastien received the Young Producer award by France Televisions.
Sébastien is an EAVE and Berlinale Talent alumni.

Thom Palmen is one of the founders of the Umeå International Film
Festival in Sweden. (1986-2007). He has been invited as a jury member
to numerous film festivals. Since April 2017 he is the Executive Director
of the Hancheng Jinzhen International Short film Festival. His first film as
producer, In the Theme (director Olga Popova, Russia) was selected and
awarded at the Berlin Film Festival (Berlinale) Shorts in 2008. Works as
pitching coach for animators at VAF (Visegrad Animation Forum in
Trebon, Czech Republic) and as tutor for a large number of short film
projects of any genre.

Sari Volanen is a commissioning editor for short and documentary films
at Yle (Finnish Broadcasting company). She started her career in television over 30 years ago. Currently she works at YLE’s Co-production
department producing films mainly with Finnish independent film
makers and producers. She is in charge of the short and doc film strand
called New Cinema on YLE Teema channel. Along with studies of film in
Finland, she has participated EAVE –training in 1999, Eurodoc 2006 and
Sources2 – Documentary Mentor training 2008. She has a master’s
degree in art.

Baltic Preview
26 & 27 November, Tallinn, Estonia

MEET THE EXPERTS @ Ready To Be Launched
26 November 2018 @ 12.00-17.30
CC Plaza

Moderator

Nik Powell
(UK)

Nik Powell is a producer and former director of National Film and
Television School. In the early 1970’s Nik Powell set up Virgin
Records with Richard Branson and in the space of ten years the
pair turned a small mail-order record operation into a multi-million
pound conglomerate. In 1982, together with Stephen Woolley,
Powell formed Palace Video, followed by Palace Pictures, and then
Palace Productions, soon establishing each as highly regarded entities within the film distribution and production industry. He is now
focusing on his role as Co-Chairman of Scala Productions.

Baltic Preview
26 & 27 November, Tallinn, Estonia

Baltic Preview
26 & 27 November, Tallinn, Estonia

MEET MY PROJECT @ Together Is Better
SESSION 1: 26 November 2018 @ 12.00-13.30
CC-Plaza | A. Le Coq Suite

ABOUT LOVE

Director
Girlin-Bassovskaja

Duration
10 min

Technique
Classical puppet

Target audience
Adults

Year of production
2018 (in production)

Producer
Nukufilm (Estonia)

Contact
Andres Mänd
andres.mand@nukufilm.ee
Representative at BP
Märt Kivi
Nukufilm, Member of the Board

Description
One of the million different possible versions of love stories. It is about a man constantly seeking the
ideal companion. At one point he realizes that he does not know how is his ideal woman look like. Like
it often happens in real life.
Man and Woman have been married for years. Everything is insufferably usual and smothery routine…
Something has to change.

MEET MY PROJECT @ Together Is Better
SESSION 1: 26 November 2018 @ 12.00-13.30
CC-Plaza | A. Le Coq Suite

WINTER IN RAINFOREST

Director
Anu-Laura Tuttelberg

Duration
7 min

Technique
Classical puppet

Target audience
Adults

Year of production
2018 (in production)

Producer
Nukufilm (Estonia), Estudio
Carabás (Mexico)

Contact
Anu-Laura Tuttelberg
anulaura@gmail.com
Representative at BP
Anu-Laura Tuttelberg (Director)
Daniel Irabien Peniche
(Co-Producer, Estudio Carabás)

Description
Winter in the Rainforest will be the first short animation in a bigger long-term project. It is a nature film
with surreal creatures – animals, birds, insects, plants made of porcelain living in the tropical rainforest.
It will come to be a composition of short animated films consisting of 3 individual films each one shot in
a different location in the World. Different climate, natural features and music coming from those places
contrast and blend with each other.
The film is shot outdoors in the nature with a 16 mm film camera. The first episode will take place in the
tropical forest and is shot in Mexico and Peru.

MEET MY PROJECT @ Together Is Better
SESSION 1: 26 November 2018 @ 12.00-13.30
CC-Plaza | A. Le Coq Suite

WHERE IS THE KEY?

Director
Indra Spogre

Duration
5 min

Contact
infinitybox@inbox.lv

Technique
Animation

Target audience
Adults

Year of production
2018 (in production)

Representative at BP
Indra Spogre (Director)
Martins Vela (Producer, InfinityBOX)

Producer
Martins Vela, InfinityBOX
(Latvia)

Description
“Where is the key?” is allegorical 5 minutes animation film with original music and dialogues for adults,
that tells a story about the journey through different life stages searching for the meaning of life. The
main character – white girl is trying to find her keys – allegorically – to find meaning of her life.

MEET MY PROJECT @ Together Is Better
SESSION 2: 26 November 2018 @ 14.00-15.30
CC-Plaza | A. Le Coq Suite

BAD HAIR
Production Company
Stellar Film (Estonia)
Contact
evelin@stellar.ee
Representative at BP
Oskar Lehemaa (Director)
Evelin Penttilä (Producer)
Director
Oskar Lehemaa

Producer
Evelin Penttilä

Target audience
Adults
Year of production
2019 (in production)

LOGLINE
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
SYNOPSIS
Insecure and balding LEO (35) has closed himself in his apartment. A mysterious hair growth liquid
arrives at his doorstep and Leo uses it to fix up his looks. The liquid causes a series of grotesque
metamorphoses with Leo’s hair and skin, culminating with hairs sprouting out of his eyeballs. Leo tries
desperately to get bodily changes under control as the events of the evening quickly turn into chaos.
Description
BAD HAIR is an intense body transformation horror short film, entirely without dialogue, set in one
apartment, happening on one evening, slowly destroying one character. The film talks about male body
image through our balding main character Leo but does so with gross-out horror and pitch-black humor. From the very beginning it has been our goal to create a suspenseful horror ride with the best
possible visuals and sound.
The film is currently in the state of post-production. Right now, our main effort goes into editing, in December we are planning to start with VFX and sound design. The film has been a great challenge, as we
are combining special effects make-up, on set special effects and visual effects made in post-production to make everything look as real as possible. At this point we are looking for financing or in-kind
investment (VFX) so we could execute our goal and finish the film by spring 2019.

MEET MY PROJECT @ Together Is Better
SESSION 2: 26 November 2018 @ 14.00-15.30
CC-Plaza | A. Le Coq Suite

ALL OVER AGAIN
Production Company
Alexandra Film (Estonia)
Contact
marianne@alexandrafilm.ee
Representative at BP
Marianne Ostrat (Producer)
Director
Tanno Mee

Producer
Marianne Ostrat

Target audience
Adults
Year of production
2019 (in production)

SYNOPSIS
A man helps a female client to move in with her boyfriend. For the woman, who is looking for her place
in life, this, neither the next nor the one after that will be the last time to move.
Description
We will have the last shooting day for All Over Again on 1st December 2018. After that the editing
and post-production process will start and we aim to be ready with the film by the beginning of
March 2019. We are looking for a co-producer for the post-production of the project and a sales agent.

MEET MY PROJECT @ Together Is Better
SESSION 2: 26 November 2018 @ 14.00-15.30
CC-Plaza | A. Le Coq Suite

SNOW SHELTER
Production Company
Meno Avilys (Lithuania)
Contact
burokaite.giedre@gmail.com
Representative at BP
Giedre Burokaite (Producer)
Director
Robertas Nevecka

Producer
Giedre Burokaite

Target audience
Adults
Year of production
2019 (in production)

SYNOPSIS
Freezing winter in a war devastated nowadays Vilnius. Several years passed after destruction, the city
slowly rebuilds. A thirtyyear-old guy is living in a squatted apartment with a group of strangers. He
struggles to survive and also to find a little more comfort in this rough setting. One night he nearly
burns the flat down wanting to sleep warmer. His roommates start hating him, so the guy has to find
another shelter.
Description
The animated film is being made using rotoscoping technique. The result of this technique is
somewhere in between live-action and animated film. These kind of animations are a rarity. Our local
audience has an old belief that animation is only for children or for art academy weirdos. We would
like to negate that with our film. Animation should also be used to dive into relevant topics.
What it‘s done: live action footage final-cut, 75% of animation and backgrounds, all music composed.
What we still need to be done: finish animation and backgrounds, sound design, colour correction,
mastering. We‘re planning to finish the film by early Spring 2019.

